
Day 1 (25/01/2021)

Inaugural Session
Time: 10:30 AM to 11:15 AM

Inaugural day started at 10:00 AM on 25/01/2021 with the Registration of Nominated Faculty
Member participants, other Faculty Members, Research Scholars & Students By connecting
online to theGyan Ganga programme through the meeting link provided by organizing team a
day before.All the eminent guests and members of teaching fraternity also made themselves
available at the online platform before commencement of programme. At 10:30 A.M. The
programme began with Saraswati Vandana. Dr. Seema Rathore, Co-oordinator, ISDC,
Government Commerce College, Kota welcomed everyone and requested the chief guest of the
program, Dr. VimleshSoni, Associate Professor (Mathematics), Commisionetare College
Education who was also the commissionerate representative for this programme and President of
the ceremony, Prof. Irshad Ahmed, Principal, Government Commerce College, Kota to formally
inaugurate the programme. She then requested the Convener of Gyan Ganga Programme, Dr.
Anand Kumar Jain, Head-Department of Business Administration, Government Commerce
College, Kota to share the theme, objective and outline of the programme with everyone. He
sketched the blueprint of the program and spoke about its importance. He assured that this
initiative will result in fruitful enhancement of subject specific and research areas related to
meaningful knowledge through the discussions with knowledgeable and experienced resource
persons.

Dr. Rathore thanked him and requested Chief Guest Dr. VimleshSoni to enlighten one and all
with his valuable inputs. He spoke about the relevance and significance of this programme. He
praised the Commisonerate for this initiative. He was optimistic about its success and benefits all
the participants will gain upon its completion. He recommended that focusing more on learning
and updating ourselves according to the dynamic present trends is much needed for the society at
every step of the education. Dr. Rathore thanked him and then requested the Principal to deliver
his presidential address. In his address, Prof. Irshad Ahmed shared his enthusiasm with everyone
and thanked the Commisonerate for providing this opportunity to his college and team. He
conveyed his best wishes to the organizing team and motivated all participants to participate in
each session with enthusiasm. In the end, Dr. Khushboo Niyarta, Organizing Secretary-Gyan
Ganga proposed a vote of thanks.





Technical Session- I
Time: 11:15 A.M. – 12:00 P.M.

Topic: E-learning in Higher education

Resource Person: Prof. (Dr.) D.K. Gupta, Professor, Central University,
Mahendragarh,Haryana

Prof. D.K. Gupta enlightened everybody about various aspects of E-learning relating to its
concept, significance, tools, opportunities and challenges. He shared many examples and many
reports published regarding online teaching. He also explained various government schemes on
e-learning like Moodle, MOOC, Swayam etc. and about different NGOs working for the needed
people. He also stated that delivering an effective online learning session was more challenging
for teachers rather than students accessing it during the pandemic and resulted in a rise in online
education at all levels. He also threw some light on Envisioning Pathway to 2030. Some of the
topics picked were like new education policy, robots in classrooms, digital transformation for
any business etc.

Technical Session-II
Time: 12:00 P.M. – 01:00 P.M.

Topic: An Introduction to Research Methodology

Resource Person: Prof. (Dr.) Ashu Rani -Director- Research, University of Kota, Kota

This session was dedicated towards basics of research and its methodology as it plays a pivotal
role in understanding a specific problem and gradually develops into an entire area of study.
Prof. Ashu Rani explained various aspects of the development in the research field keeping in
view the present Commerce and related areas. She specified upon research problems and in
which direction research may go depending on the resources chosen. She discussed in length
about classification of the resources. Prof. Ashu Rani also guided us about the problems faced
during scientific research and how to manage them. She explained a complex topic in a
simplified manner generating interest for one and all. The session ended on a positive note with
participants getting benefitted and enriched with knowledge on this topic.

Day 2 (27/01/2021)

Technical Session- I
Time: 11:15 A.M. – 12:00 P.M.

Topic: How to Write an Article in A Reputed Journal

Resource Person: Dr. Sanjay Bhayani- Dean, Professor and Head at Department of
Business Management, (MBA Programme) Saurashtra University, Rajkot



Prof. Sanjay Bhayani took a very informative session on his topics and covered each aspect
separately in detail. He began with introduced of the topic and dwelled further about the method
to be used in writing an article that fulfills the criterion for a reputed article. He recommended
usage of tables and graphs while writing a report. According to him, the most important part in a
article is the discussion part where interpretation of the result done. He suggested that article
becomes more authentic when references are also included in the end. He also hinted upon
plagiarism briefly. Prof. Bhayani differentiated between reference and Bibliography. Participants
interacted with the resource person and asked many questions. Prof Bhayani satisfied all of them
with replying to everyone up to their satisfaction. Session ended with participants feeling
satisfied and praising the resource person for his in-depth knowledge and delivery of the topic
covering all points within allotted time.

Technical Session: II
Time: 11:00 A.M. – 12:00 P.M.

Topic: New Education Policy with Reference to Higher Education

Resource Person: Prof. (Dr). Anil Kumar Kothari Chairman & Director, FMS Course
Director MBA-FSM Director, CESBD, Faculty of Management Studies, M.L.S. University,
Udaipur (Raj.)

Prof. Anil Kothari is also a financial expert, currently he is the Director of Department of
Tourism and Hotel Management, Course Director of M.B.A. Financial Service Management and
in-charge of Finishing School and Placement Cell, Mohanlal Sukhadia University, Udaipur. He
possesses a versatile academic experience of 30 years. He is an approved resource person by
SEBI and NISM, and conducts various programmes on Financial Awareness. He has guided
more than 30 Ph.D. scholars and nearly 800 M.B.A. students for the Major Research Projects. He
has also been awarded two major Research Projects by ICSSR & RUSA, MHRD.

In his session Prof. Kotharispoke about the recent New Education Policy and how it will
transform the learning process in near future. His own perspective about true education is to
cultivate ethics, culture, punctuality and commercial value to the children and youth leading to
their holistic development. He gave various interesting examples of Indian culture and
corporations. He strongly feels the need of sharing local examples and success stories of Indian
origin rather than comparing with foreign concepts to motivate and ignite young minds towards
attaining a positive attitude towards one's own nation. He quoted the examples ofChanakya for
economics, Paper boat company, Infosys etc. According to him,the focus of teaching
methodology should be on learning rather than obtaining only a degree. He finds this a major
drawback in the existing pattern of education and hopes that it will rectify through the new
education policy.

Technical Session: III



Time: 12:00 P.M.-01:00 P.M.
Topic: Stress Management

Resource Person- Prof. (Dr.) Anil Mehta, Professor, Faculty of Legal Studies, Banasthali
Vidyapeeth, Banasthali

Prof. Anil Mehta was Former Head- Department of Business Administration-University of
Rajasthan, Former Director- University Five Year Law College, Former Director-Center for
Entrepreneurship Development, University of Rajasthan, Former Professor- School of Business
& Commerce, Manipal University, Jaipur.
His session was very interesting and relevant for everyone. Prof Mehta thought on another level
for the positive effects of stress. He spoke about various aspects relating to stress and how to
overcome it. He discussed the reasons for developing stress and ways to identify stress signals in
the person facing it. Points he suggested to overcome stress are:

● Believe in inner capability
● Setting of priorities
● Time management
● Stop the unnecessary things
● No negative thoughts
● Manufacturing of good thoughts
● Development of competence
● Change yourself before changing others
● Comparing you with yourself before comparing with others
● Management of anger issues

He also quoted a popular phrase ‘give a man a fish and he will eat for a day. Teach a man
how to fish and you feed him for the lifetime’ and related it to help stressful people around
us. Everybody enjoyed his session thoroughly followed by a candid interaction.

Day 03 (28/01/2021)

Technical Session: I
Time: 10:30 AM to 11:15 AM
Topic: Communication Skills

Professor J.K Jain of H.S. Gaur University, Sagar Madhya Pradesh



Prof. J.K. Jain delivered a very interesting lecture on his topic Communication
Skills. He began with Introduction and steps inherent to the whole communication
process, significance of proper communication in a career of the teacher. He shared
about the broad categories of communication i.e.- Verbal, Non-Verbal, Visual
followed by most common networks followed in communication skill like-
Vertical, Circuit, Chain networks and important characteristics of effective
communications .Prof. Jainalso explained about barriers to communication ie.
Language, Cultural, emotional, technological, etc. His session was truly refreshing
and engaged all participants very well. Towards the end, a participant asked and
interesting question regarding solving the problem of language barrier between a
teacher and a student at remote areas where students hardly speak in Hindi.He
suggested that such students can improve their communication skills by group
activities, playing informative games and watching videos to familiarize them with
a new language.

Technical Session: II
Time: 11:00 A.M. – 12:00 P.M.

Topic: Changing Scenario of teaching Pedagogy in commerce education

Resource Person: Prof. Arvind Kumar, Professor, Department of Commerce &
Management, Lucknow University, Lucknow.

Prof. Arvind Kumar delivered an enthralling lecture with the help of slides and
talked about Conventional Vs. Modern: Pedagogy, education scenario Before and
Now in 20s, and discussed the recent scenario of education that has changed
because of pandemic. He quoted that “A Man Will Want More, The Education
Will Grow More”. He explained about the changing dimension of commerce
education including the importance of commerce education, the speed at which
commerce education is currently expanding. He threw light on increasing use of
sophisticated software with maximum accuracy and perfection with reduced time
labor and cost resulting in diminishing need for clerks. He briefly elucidated about
learning strategies for modern pedagogy i.e., Crossover learning, Learning through
Argumentation, Incidental and Analytic of emotions.He concluded his session



timely after discussing about recent developments in commerce areas like banking,
marketing and stressed upon latest pedagogy in learning commerce accountancy.

Technical Session: III
Time: - 12:00 pm to 01:00 pm
Topic: Framing of Hypothesis

Resource Person: Dr. Meenu Maheshwari- Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce
and Management, University of Kota, Kota

Dr. Maheshwari Gave an intriguing session on formulation of hypotheses through a
stimulating presentation and shared her own experience in research areas. She
dwelled further into explaining the research process step by step in detail. Dr,
Maheshwari explicitly explained all significant aspects of hypothesis- meaning,
importance, types etc followed by explaining each type of hypotheses in detail
such as Simple, Complex, Alternative, Non-Directional, Causal Hypotheses, etc.
All participants praised Prof. Maheshwari for providing in-depth knowledge about
framing of hypotheses through a fascinating presentation.

Day 4 (29/01/2021)

Technical Session: I
Time: 10:30 A.M. TO 11:40 A.M.

Topic: Business Ethics

Resource Person: Prof. Gopal Singh,FormerPrincipal&Department- Head & a Renowned
Economist

Prof (Dr.) Gopal Singh is also Former Director Research University of Kota, Former Head- Dept
of EAFM, Counsellor to IGNOU and VMOU for Management Program, Member of Kota
Citizen Council, KOTA Development Forum, Member of Academic Council at University of
Kota as Government Nominee, Member to Finance Committee VMOU, Counsellor to Prime
Minister RojgarYojana &SIDBI Rajcon, an Academic Counsellor to ICFAI and associated with
many prestigious national bodies such as CA, CS, ICWAI and CAIIB. Prof. Singh has a very
inspiring academic career of more than 38 years, authored 20 books & dozens of articles.And
guided many research scholars towards doctoral degree.
Prof. Gopal Singh gave a dazzling lecture on Business Ethics giving relevant examples of the
rapidly changing business scenario across the globe. He began with a brief introduction of his
topic followed by importance of business ethics, for instance:



● Improves consumer confidence
● Protecting consumer rights
● Smooth functioning of business
● Healthy competition
● Survival of business

He then dwelled further by discussing interesting case studies to explain different principles,
importance and the scope of ethics in business, finance, HR, Market. Some of the famous case
studies that he discussed are:

▪ History of Air India
▪ Satyam Scam
▪ Insider Trading
▪ Harshad Mehta’s Scam
▪ Narayan murthy working with his employee

All participants were overwhelmed by this session which ended up leaving everyone
thrilled.

Technical Session: II
Time: - 11:40 am to 12:30 pm

Topic: - Evolving Trends in Fin- Tech Industry

Resource Person: Prof. (Dr.) Krishna AwatarGoyal, Department of Business Finance &
Economics, Faculty of Commerce and Management Studies, J.N.V. University, Jodhpur

Prof. Goyal has been in the teaching profession for the last Twenty four years, associated with
many academic institutions of repute in India and abroad. He has participated in more than
hundred national and international conferences/workshops as resource person/paper presenter.
Dr. Goyal has contributed about fifty research papers to the Journals of repute and edited and
authored/co- authored twelve books. He is supervising Ph.D. scholars and has been awarded
seven Ph.D.s under his Supervision. Presently Five more scholars are pursuing Ph.D. under his
supervision. He has Completed Five funded research Projects. Dr. Goyal has organized various
seminars/ conferences/workshops in India and abroad. He has been awarded by Best Paper
Presenter, Best Teacher, Best Essay Write and for Academic Excellence. Recently Prof. Goyal
was Awarded with IARE-2020 International Research Excellence Award.

In his session Prof. KrishnAwatar Goyal delivered a very interesting lecture on his topic. He
explained that Fin-Tech is a combination of ‘Finance + Technology’. He went on explaining
about the converging of financial services and technology like- banking, Payments, Security
Broking etc. Describe Fin. Tech segments in different areas such as:

● Credit
● Payments
● Investment management



● Banking Tech
● Insurance Tech.

Heshared the history of fin-tech and explained India’s Fintech market map,areas of
opportunities of fintech in lending, insurance, banking, trading and cryptocurrency, etc. He
concluded by speaking about evolving trends and way forward for fintech in near future.
Participants were flabbergasted with his crisp, engaging and interesting sessions.

Technical Session: III
Time: - 12:30 pm to 1:40 pm
Topic: - Review of Literature

Resource Person: Prof. (Dr.) K.D. Sharma, Former Principal, Govt. Commerce
College,Kota

Dr. Kapil Dev Sharma has a vast teaching experience of 38 years in M.Phil, PG and graduate
programs in Commerce and Management Studies. Presently, he is serving as the Director
(Academics) at LBS Group of Colleges & Principal, Lord Buddha College of Technology and
Sciences, Kota. He has authored seven books, more than 30 Research Papers in international and
national level journals to his credits, 22 research scholars have been awarded doctoral degrees
under his supervision and three are pursuing.

He started his session with defining the term literature, what it consists of and the purpose of
reviewing it. Afterwards, he talked about the steps involved under literature review, kinds of
literature to be reviewed, its importance followed by explaining steps necessary before writing
the literature review i.e.: - find models, narrow your topic, consider whether your sources are
current, develop an organization and organizing body. An effective Review of Literature must
include:

● Purpose
● Relevant
● Clear language
● Easy on the eye to read and understand
● Acknowledgment
● Proof-read the final draft

He concluded his interesting session by warning about the practice of plagiarism. He warned
young researchers to avoid plagiarism at all costs. He recommended that it is always important to
give due credit to the original authors & ideas with proper citation. Proper reference should be
given in every research work.All participants expressed their delight with the knowledge and
clarity on subject they had obtained.



Day 05(30/01/2021)

Technical Session: I
Time: 10:30 A.M. TO 11:40 A.M.

Topic - New Emerging Trends in Commerce Research

Resource Person: Prof. Navin Mathur, Former Vice- Chancellor, Jagannath University,
Jaipur

Prof.Navin Mathur is a distinguished academician and a prolific author on management. He has
38 years of enriched work experiences supervised doctoral research work of thirty scholars, and
dissertations and projects of over fifty post-graduate students. He has contributed research papers
to reputed journals, besides participating in seminars and conferences in India and abroad.
Earlier, he was entrusted with several administrative responsibilities in University of Rajasthan
where he successfully served as Administrative Secretary to the Vice-Chancellor, Principal of the
University Commerce College, Head of the Department of Business Administration, Director
(Research), Director(University Central Library), Convener of Board of Studies in Business
Administration, Member of Academic Council, Coordinator of BBA Programme Etc.

Prof. Navin Mathur started his fascinating session by talking about consumer confidence index
fir. He told the Reserve Bank of India to conduct the survey every year at the global level in
different countries to find out the confidence of the consumer with reference to the price
scenario. If this confidence goes high, purchases go up and vice versa. Secondly, he talked about
waste management and especially about E-waste management. It has been recorded that in India
there is about 3 million tons of E-waste annually. It is a part of research which is to be done.
Next the boycott of the Chinese materials like, china makes the cheapest toy in the world so why
can’t we make it. Next, he spoke about the present pandemic aspect by the corporate sector, how
the corporate sector has responded to the global pandemic situation, there are only a handful of
companies who have dominated the market in this situation. All participants were thrilled and
enjoyed his session. They were also grateful to have interacted with him after a long time.

Technical Session: II

Session by – PROF.KARUNESH SAXENA

Prof Karunesh Saxena, presently Director IQAC and Director CDC, ML Sukhadia
University Udaipur Rajasthan India. He has more than 35 years of Corporate and
Academic experience. He has served Dr. H. S. Gour University Sagar(M.P.),
Vikram University Ujjain (M.P.), Jammu University, Jammu, IGNOU New Delhi.



He is Chair Professor ICCR, (a Govt of India institute), New Delhi. Under this
assignment, he completed one term as Chair professor in Papua New Guinea. He
has created nearly 200 educational films for UGC.

He is an expert resource person for Commonwealth of Learning, UPSC, NAAC,
UGC, AICTE etc.

He has so far guided 42 Research scholars for their PhD work. 8 more are
pursuing their Research work under his supervision.

He has contributed nearly 120 Research papers. Topic – HOW TO
PREPARE MINOR & MAJOR RESEARCH PROJECT

In the session he started with the very charming words “YOUR EARNING IS IN
THE LEARNING ” , basically it defined how much you will learn according to it
you will earn.

According to new UGGC guidelines if a participants has done a research in the
filed and the funding amount of the project was approx 1000000 than a
participant will be rewarded by 10 API no. and if the project has the funding
amount below 1000000 than a participants will be awarded by 5 API no.and if the
project is ongoing than participants will be awarded 5 API no. if the funding
amount is 1000000. And if the funding amount is below 1000000 then
participants will be awarded by 2 APII no.

SOME IMPORTANTS POINTS TO BE NOTED

● It has always been seen that not only researchers look for the funding
bodies , but sometimes funding bodies also look for good researchers for
providing funds.

● Always remember that if there is an idea then there is money, without an
idea only money cannot work.

● Always make project proposals to finalize your funding and try to sell your
idea to funding bodies.

● Always Make a good and attractive proposals.



● Always remember the proposals you will make will be checked by the
funding bodies so put a short summary to the proposals every time.

SOME INDIAN SCHEMES :

STARS:- The students and teachers as a researchers and scientists

SPARC:- scheme of promotion of academic and research collaboration

IMPRESS:-impactful policy research in political science

MRP:- major research project

Try to remember to always make good proposals to complete funding of your
reports. And always make a summary report for the reader so that the reader can
easily understand your proposals.

Technical Session: III

Session by – Dr. R.M. Qureshi

A retired principal of government college Kota and ex Dean faculty of commerce
university of Kota.

Topic - Work Life Balance

In the session he started with the problems which the peoples have faced in this
pandemic session, peoples have been suffered by the many problems. Only a few
people were there who have been taken this session lightly as by the survey.
Words by sir – if you want to make life happy then work as much as you can with
happy faces. Without it nothing is there in life. Take care of your precious body
and give time to your body by forgetting everything about life. Time management



has to be done in life to work properly and be happy. Be happy with your family
and give time to your family. Make a schedule for your life, make time
management and follow it to live a happy life.

Day 06 (31/01/2021)
Technical Session: I

Resource Person: Prof. P.K. Jain

Topic: Self-Management

The session comprises a friendly atmosphere. Sir made the session so interactive
and connected us with the real examples of life with so ease. He started with the
introduction of the topic and its importance. Some of the things said by him were
like:

● Change Yourself for the betterment by Learning

● One can motivate himself/herself

● Making of role model is important

● Never compromise on quality

● Develop yourself first before talking about others

In between he talked about his experience in the library of Microsoft Company; he
was very impressed by the way Bill Gates reviewed the books in the library.

Technical Session: II

Resource Person: Prof. Pawan Kumar Sharma



Topic: Emerging Issues in Teaching Pedagogy

In the session he talked about the New Education Policy in the concept of
pedagogy. He suggested many things like:

● To do inquiry based learning

● To do experiment which is important for learning

● To do networking

● To do role play

● To do ‘kutumbh’ means brainstorming

● To start learning from the level you are at

● To work on habit formation

● Transformation is important

He said to focus on exclusive learning and should be updated with resources.

Valedictory Session
The last day of the webinar was on 31.01.2021 (Sunday), it consisted of the
valuable feedback and interaction by the participants. The starting was with the
interaction and worshiping of goddess Saraswati.

Then the session began with the motivation talk by Prof. P.K. Jain followed with
Dr. Krishna Rani and Prof. Pawan Kumar Sharma. The end of the session was with
the 7 day report by Dr. A.K. Jain and feedback giving by the participants, some of
the names are Mr. Nimish Sharma, Dr. Sukant Sharma (he told the selection of the
topics was excellent), Prof. Anita Maheshwari, Dr. Rameshwar Rai Jameria, Dr.
Shakti Singh Shekhawat.
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